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INTERVIEW OF THE MONTH 
 

FROM THE DESK OF CONSUL GENERAL 

 
Dear friends, 

 

I am delighted to share the December 2021 edition of 

our Cultural Newsletter: 'Bharat Darpan'.  

 

Some of the events covered in this edition include 

celebration of Maitri Diwas, paying homage to Guru 

Nanak Dev ji and Bharat Ratna Babasaheb Dr. 

Bhimrao Ambedkar.  

 

As part of our regular feature showcasing one of the 

Indian states, we have covered Union Territory of 

India, Jammu and Kashmir, popularly known as 

‘paradise on earth’.  

 

To celebrate 75 years of India’s independence, we 

are organizing a series of photo-exhibition: Bharat ki 

Sanskritik Dharohar or India’s Cultural Heritage. In the 

first exhibition, we are showcasing the rich cultural 

heritage and natural beauty of Jammu & Kashmir. It is 

a humble attempt to showcase the multireligious 

ethos, natural beauty and historical heritage of this 

beautiful region. We invite you to visit the exhibition at 

our Consulate’s premises every weekday till 28 

February 2022 from 1100 to 1600 hrs. 

 

We look forward to your feedback on the newsletter, 

which may be sent on 

picoffice.frankfurt@mea.gov.in.  

 

Yours Sincerely,  

Dr. Amit Telang 
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The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi paid tributes 

to Bharat Ratna Babasaheb Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar 

and Sardar Patel on their death anniversaries 

recalling their sacrifices and outstanding 

contribution to nation building. The Prime Minister 

also paid tributes to Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Madan 

Mohan Malviya and Atal Bihari Vajpayee  on their 

birth anniversaries.  
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On December 8, 2021, the Prime Minister expressed 

deep grief over the demise of India’s first Chief of 

Defense Staff Gen. Bipin Rawat, his wife and other 

personnel of the Armed Forces in a helicopter crash 

in Tamil Nadu. In a series of tweets, the Prime Minister 

said; "I am deeply anguished by the helicopter crash 

in Tamil Nadu in which we have lost Gen Bipin Rawat, 

his wife and other personnel of the Armed Forces. …..”  

 

On December 13, the Prime Minister 

inaugurated the first phase of Kashi 

Vishwanath Dham in Varanasi. Shri Kashi 

Vishwanath Dham was conceptualised as a 

project to create an easily accessible 

pathway to connect Shri Kashi Vishwanath 

Temple to the banks of the River Ganga. 

The King of Bhutan, His Majesty Jigme Khesar 

Namgyel Wangchuck conferred Bhutan’s highest 

civilian award, the Order of the Druk Gyalpo on 

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi on the occasion 

of the country’s National Day. The Prime Minister 

expressed his gratitude to His Majesty the King of 

Bhutan for this warm gesture. 
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Addressing the Gurpurab celebrations of Guru Nanak 

Devji at Gurudwara Lkhapat Sahib, Gujarat through 

video conferencing, the Prime Minister respectfully 

recalled the contribution of the great Guru Tradition to 

Indian society in the times of subjugation and attacks 

by the invaders. He said Guru Nanak Dev ji came with 

a message of brotherhood when society was ridden 

with obscurantism and divisions. 

 

The Prime Minister hailed the friendship between 

India and Bangladesh on the occasion of Maitri 

Diwas on 6th December. In a tweet, the Prime 

Minister said, "Today India and Bangladesh 

commemorate Maitri Diwas. We jointly recall and 

celebrate the foundations of our 50 years of 

friendship. I look forward to continue working with 

H.E. PM Sheikh Hasina to further expand and 

deepen our ties”. 

The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi congratulated H. E. Olaf Scholz 

on being elected as the Federal Chancellor of Germany. In a tweet, 

the Prime Minister said; "My heartiest congratulations to @OlafScholz on 

being elected as the Federal Chancellor of Germany. I look forward to 

working closely to further strengthen the Strategic Partnership between 

India and Germany." 

Addressing the 2nd meeting of National Committee on “Azadi ka 

Amrit Mahotsav” on 22nd December, the Prime Minister said that 

India should surge ahead with a focused approach setting new 

targets for ourselves for 2047. The celebrations of Azadi ka Amrit 

Mahotsav to commemorate 75 years of India’s independence 

would sow the seed of a sense of duty among the youth and that 

we must not leave any stone unturned to pay respect to our 

freedom fighters and unsung heroes of the freedom movement. 

Similarly, recalling the sacrifice of Shri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji on 8th of December, the Prime Minister 

said, "The martyrdom of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji is an unforgettable moment in our history. He 

fought against injustice till his very last breath. I bow to Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji on this day….” 

India will always be grateful to him for his monumental service, his administrative skills and the 

untiring efforts to unite our nation." 
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The Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir is one of 

the most beautiful tourist destinations all over the 

world. Picturesque and enchanting, Kashmir is 

cradled high in the lofty green Himalayas and 

hailed all over the world for its incredible natural 

beauty. Surrounded by mountain peaks, lush 

green valleys, glistening lakes, temples and 

spectacular Mughal-era gardens, it has inspired 

poets through centuries.  

 

Srinagar in Jammu and Kashmir is a destination 

for those looking to enjoy the pristine natural 

beauty. The home of the famous Dal Lake, 

Srinagar offers bountiful of places to visit. 

Srinagar is the base location to explore the 

higher regions of the Himalayas such as the Leh, 

Ladakh, Kargil, Dras, Dachigam National Park 

and Baramulla. 

To celebrate Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav or 75 years of 

India’s independence, Consulate General of India, 

Frankfurt is organizing a series of photo-exhibition: 

Bharat ki Sanskritik Dharohar or India’s Cultural 

Heritage. In the first exhibition in this series, we are 

showcasing the rich cultural heritage and natural 

beauty of Jammu & Kashmir.  

 

 

 

Shikara Boat Ride in Dal Lake: The Dal is famous not 

only for its beauty, but for its vibrance, because it 

sustains within its periphery, a life that is unique 

anywhere in the world. The houseboat and shikara 

communities have lived for centuries on the Dal. A 

shikara ride is one of the most soothing, relaxing 

aspects of a holiday in Kashmir. 

  

 

All are invited with their friends and families to visit the photo-exhibition at the premises of Consulate 

General of India, Frankfurt every weekday till 28 February 2022 from 1100 to 1600 hrs. 
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Tulip Garden in Kashmir is Asia's largest 

tulips garden. The tulip garden, formerly 

known as Siraj Bagh, is located at the 

foothills of Zabarwan mountains and on 

the banks of Dal lake. The garden also 

hosts various species of other flowers like 

daffodils, hyacinths, roses, narcissus and 

other ornamental plants. 

Nubra Valley is a few hours to the North of Leh; this is 

where the Shyok and Siachan rivers meet. The valley is 

accessible through the world's highest motorable road: 

the Khardung La. Alongside the Nubra Valley lies the 

Sasser Pass and the famous Karakoram Pass which 

connects Nubra with Xinjiang, China. The valley attracts 

adventure tourists from across the globe. 

Patnitop is a hill resort located in the Udhampur district 

of Jammu and Kashmir. This flourishing hill top boasts of 

three fresh water springs with ice cold water and having 

medicinal properties. A thick snow fall in winters is a 

great tourist attraction. A haven for outdoor pursuits, 

Patnitop is also a trailhead for numerous treks to the 

nearby mountains and a charm for adventure lovers.  

Anantnag District is in the southern sector of Jhelum 

Valley. The district has come to be synonymous with 

greatness because of its rejuvenating climate, its lofty 

mountains, the melodious flow of sweet waters of its 

springs and streams, fertile soil, fragrant flowers and 

delicious fruits.The name of Anantnag District comes 

from the great spring Ananta Naga 'land of countless 

springs'.  

Pahalgam is situated at the junction of the Aru and 

Sheshnag Rivers and surrounded by tall fir-covered 

mountains and snow-clad peaks forming a spectacular 

sight. It is believed that Pahalgam was once a humble 

shepherd's village. It is also the starting point of the annual 

Amarnath Yatra when thousands of Shiva devotees gather 

here. 

The word Sonamarg literally translates into 'the land of 

gold'. Sonamarg is one of the most beautiful places in the 

entire country and represents a spectacular facet of 

countryside in Kashmir. Sonamarg is the base of a major 

trek that passes along several mountain lakes Vishansar, 

Kishansar, Gadsar, Satsar and Gangabal. It is also a base 

for undertaking the holy Amarnath Yatra. 
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Of all Indian textiles none excels in beauty, colour, 

texture and design as the famous Kashmiri Shawl. Shawls 

are produced by two techniques, loom woven or kani 

shawls and the needle embroidered or sozni shawls. 

The basic fabric is of the three types - Shah Tush, 

Pashmina and Raffal. Shah Tush (King of wool) passes 

through a ring and is also known as Ring shawl. It comes 

from a rare Tibetan antelope living at a height of over 

14000 ft in the wilds of the Himalayas.  

 
Pashmina is known world over as cashmere wool, it comes from a special goat (Capra hircus) 

living at an altitude of 12000 to 14000 ft reared by shephered nomads around famous pongkong 

lake in close vicinity of western Tibet. Raffal is spun out of marino wool tops and is a popular 

type of shawl. 

 

Kashmiri carpets rank amongst the finest in the world. The loom used in 

Kashmir carpet weaving is composed of two horizontal wooden beams 

between which the wrap threads are stretched, one beam in front of the 

weaver and the second behind the first. The difference between a carpet 

and other hand woven rugs lies in the fact that short lengths of the thread 

or yarn are tied to wrap chains to form the pile of the carpet. These are 

commonly called knots though it is a loop rather than an actual knot.  

 

Kashmir saffron is popular all over the world. 

Saffron is used as spice. It is also used for 

cosmetics and for medicinal purposes. Kashmir 

saffron represents traditional Kashmiri cuisine 

and its rich cultural heritage. It is cultivated and 

harvested in the highlands of Jammu and 

Kashmir including Pulwama, Budgam, Kishtwar 

and Srinagar.  
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Jammu & Kashmir has a very rich tradition of 

dance and music for all kinds of celebrations.   

Given the rich culture and heritage of 

Jammu & Kashmir, it is simply impossible to 

even make a concise reference of all types 

of music and dances prevalent in the region.   

Sufiana music and dance is common to find in Jammu & Kashmir as Sufism is a long history in Kashmir. 

Popular among folk dances are Bache Nagma and Rouf. Bache Nagma dance is performed by 

men especially during harvest and marriage functions. Rouf is one of the oldest forms of folk dances 

performed by women. 

The scenic beauty of Kashmir is 

matched by its heavenly food. 

Influenced by different cultures and 

traditions of Kashmiri Pandits, 

Muslims and Mughals, Kashmiri 

cuisine consists of many exquisite 

vegetarian and non-vegetarian 

dishes. 

The two must-have tea varieties 

in Kashmir are Noon chai and 

kahwah. While the former is 

made of milk, soda and salt, 

and is uniquely pink, the latter is 

a type of green tea made with 

spices like almonds and walnuts.  
 

A part of traditional Kashmiri cuisine, wazwan is a 36-

course dinner spread that has all meat-based dishes. Its 

preparation is considered as a point of pride in the 

Kashmiri culture.  
 

Nadeir (lotus stem) Yakhni a mild dish of yoghurt-

based gravy, predominantly seasoned with 

cardamom seeds, bay leaves and cloves.  

 

Dum Aloo: A recipe that's easy and extremely 

satisfying. Golden fried potatoes are mixed with 

yogurt and aromatic spice to give an amazing 

red curry. 
 

Kashmir is famous for dry fruit and spices be it 

saffron, raisins, blueberries, cashews, dry walnuts, 

cumin seeds, fennel seeds and cardamom or red 

chillies. 
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On 06th Dec 2021, Consulate General of India  

Frankfurt celebrated Mahaparinirwan Diwas to 

pay tribute to Bharat Ratna Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar recalling his contribution as one of the 

founding fathers as we celebrate Azadi Ka Amrit 

Mahotsav.  

 Continuing with our series of interaction to showcase the 

cooperation in the field of science, technology and higher 

education between India and Germany, we bring you the 

conversation between Dr. Sarang Limaye, Scientific Project 

Manager at the Frankfurt Biotechnology Innovation Center 

GmbH, with Dr. Björn Rotter, co-founder of GenXPro 

GmbH. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToL6LdC7DnI 

 

Association of Indian Students in Aachen e.V. (AISA) celebrated Utsav 2021 on 15 December 2021 at 

Brussels Saal, Eurogress in Aachen. The cultural soiree was attended by many German and 

international students. The theme of the Utsav 2021 was to showcase the vibrant culture and 

traditions of India to commemorate the 75 years of India’s Independence. Some of the highlights of 

the event can be watched in this YouTube link:  https://youtu.be/sNMClaoVeaY 

 

 

The event was shared live on our Facebook page.                                 https://fb.watch/aDROsE3BVc/  

 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/azadikaamritmahotsav?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV84toTTN-ANu6_JOOz2tDbov-NoMN2dRBGzvt4nYDzY60UxXEat49yLRlEW84Py2wQV1tT7DAXT06zAvfhligl3RYI_FtzLaMtZy5gmUbYpifgIfU6ukoHlRPs7q7nsfwPdmnHiwtza8Tzd5NcdL1x&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/azadikaamritmahotsav?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV84toTTN-ANu6_JOOz2tDbov-NoMN2dRBGzvt4nYDzY60UxXEat49yLRlEW84Py2wQV1tT7DAXT06zAvfhligl3RYI_FtzLaMtZy5gmUbYpifgIfU6ukoHlRPs7q7nsfwPdmnHiwtza8Tzd5NcdL1x&__tn__=*NK-R
https://youtu.be/sNMClaoVeaY
https://fb.watch/aDROsE3BVc/
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Karin Hansvencl 

(Managing Director of Santulan LIFE and Ayurvedic Health Consultant) 

 

What inspired you to study Ayurveda? 

From a very early age I have been interested in health and herbalism. And now I look 

back on 30 years of experience in pharmacy and health consulting. The ayurvedic 

philosophy to get to the bottom of the cause of a disease, to look at the human 

being holistically and to take nature as an absolute model, is for me and more and 

more experts worldwide the best approach to help people to complete health. Also, 

my family and so many people from all over the world we know have had great 

experiences with Ayurveda in India from which we all still benefit today. For many of 

these people these were life changing experiences. 

 

What challenge you face as an Ayurvedic health advisor in Germany ? 

One of the biggest challenges is that people find it very difficult to change their 

lifestyle in a really sustainable way. In our fast-paced times, between work, media 

consumption and ever increasing environmental pollution, people take less and less 

time for themselves, their health, nutrition and relaxation. More and more people 

complain about diseases of the musculoskeletal system, the skin, the gastrointestinal 

tract, stress and insomnia. Lack of exercise and overeating promote the tendency to 

diabetes, high blood pressure, obesity, gout, etc. Serious diseases such as cancer and 

especially mental illness are on the rise worldwide. The cause is often a lifestyle that 

does not correspond to the human physiology. The primary goal of Ayurveda is to 

maintain health, to promote health or to rebalance a diseased human body. 

Ayurveda provides us with everything we need for this. Unfortunately, the legislator 

has still not provided us in Germany with the urgently required framework conditions 

to make Ayurveda really complete and also in cooperation with the health insurance 

companies to benefit the people. Here is clearly more speed and a dismantling of 

the bureaucratic hurdles of need. The suffering pressure of the people out there is 

enormous and we are running out of time to change this, if our health system does 

not finally open up to it. 
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CGI Frankfurt organized an online interaction 

Indian student on 6 November 2020. The session 

was attended by representatives of seven Indian 

students’ associations within the jurisdiction of CGI, 

Frankfurt. Various steps and initiatives regarding 

https://cgifrankfurt.gov.in/ 

धन्यवाद 

Danke  schön 

How do you see the future of Ayurveda in Germany? 

This is very easy to answer. There is no way around Ayurveda. Ayurveda is the only 

way to complete health. People will demand from the legislator and the health 

system to finally recognize Ayurveda completely. The more we unite and 

approach the legislators and the health insurance companies the faster we will 

achieve what the people need. It is very important to understand Ayurveda not as 

pure business, but as a service to humanity. Whoever does good will then also earn 

from it. That is absolutely okay. That is why I, together with many others, have made 

it my mission to bring Ayurveda closer to the people.The climate change, COVID, 

the accompanying psychological stress on humans, have shown us once again 

how important it is to live again in harmony with nature. Ayurveda shows us very 

simply how to do this. You have to get involved with it, try it out and then you will 

realize how valuable and modern this ancient knowledge from the Vedas is for us 

in this day and age. We have no alternative. 

 

India is celebrating 75 years of independence. India and Germany are celebrating 

the 70th anniversary of establishment of Diplomatic relations this year. These are 

historic occasion in our history. What message would you like to give to Indian 

diaspora in Germany on these momentous occasion? 

First of all, I am happy that more and more people from India are coming to 

Germany to live and build something here. We as a family have many great friends 

in India, but we are also close friends with many Indian families here. Our countries 

have a lot in common and I see a lot of similarities. We ourselves have learned a 

lot from India and the people there. India and the whole world have brought us 

yoga and meditation. And now comes Ayurveda. These are three great and stable 

pillars that help us to freedom and independence. This is worth working hard for, 

carrying it forward and preserving it. We are happy to celebrate these festivities 

together with our Indian friends now and in the future. 

  

 

 

https://cgifrankfurt.gov.in/
https://www.facebook.com/ConsulateGeneralofIndiaFrankfurtGermany/
https://www.instagram.com/frankfurtconsulate/
https://twitter.com/cgifrankfurt
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https://www.linkedin.com/organization-guest/company/consulate-general-of-india-frankfurt?challengeId=AQGBtYmbnhcKnwAAAXUDeHtnaLjssmPIfQa0pvDbew8cc2XWXA8fO9rHKOhedKZeLgjxTKOufg9HacFM643pa26BjLVIRwXmUw&submissionId=7c31f91c-35bc-3b16-9613-6d3a7633932a
https://www.xing.com/companies/consulategeneralofindiafrankfurt

